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Definitions: How Demand Response Works in ERCOT
Ancillary services – Services necessary to support the transmission of energy to customers while
maintaining reliable operation of the transmission system.
Customer-controlled demand response – A retail customer avoids consumption or shifts
consumption based on retail prices or price structure, but this activity is not dispatched
through ERCOT systems (and thus such activity cannot be accurately measured by ERCOT).
An example would be if a customer chooses to run a pool pump at night when the retail price
is lower rather than during the day.
Demand response (DR) – Demand response empowers customers to manage their electric
usage when the grid is most strained – usually during heat waves or cold spells – improving grid
reliability, saving money and reducing environmental impact.
Dispatchable – Capable of responding to a specific command issued by ERCOT (or a
transmission and distribution utility, in the case of utility load management programs).
Economic demand response – Demand response program in which customers are curtailed
based on a specific price (economically dispatched like a generator).
Emergency programs – Demand response programs used to avoid involuntary blackouts (also
called rolling blackouts) in times of scarce supply.
Non-spin reserves – An ancillary service that can be ramped to a specified output level within
30 minutes (or interrupted within 30 minutes) and that can operate (or be interrupted) at a
specified output level for at least one hour.
Regulation service – An ancillary service that provides capacity (or power) to react to signals
in a very short time frame in order to respond to changes in system frequency.
Responsive reserve – An ancillary service that provides back-up operating reserves intended
to restore frequency in the event of a significant deviation on the ERCOT grid.
Security-constrained economic dispatch (SCED) – The determination of desirable resource
output levels using energy offers while considering technical limits to provide the least offerbased cost dispatch of the ERCOT System.
Utility load management programs – Load control programs (provided as a part of the utilities’
energy efficiency programs) that reduce peak demand, or shift energy usage from a peak to
an off-peak period or from high-price periods to lower price periods.
About AEMA:
The Advanced Energy Management Alliance (AEMA) is an association of providers and supporters
of demand response united to overcome barriers to the use of demand response in Texas and
nationwide. AEMA advocates policies that empower and compensate customers to manage their
energy usage and make the electric grid more efficient, more reliable, more environmentally
friendly and less expensive. For more information visit http://aem-alliance.org.
Texas Contact: Kirsten Voinis, (512) 922-7141 or kvoinis@kvoinis.com
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